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1. Fill in the blanks :
,"1 .

a) The set of alt x e IR that satisfy l4x-S l< 3 is:
b) The e-neighbourhood of a e IR is

c) t"ri, +'n. ru 
)=

d) Every nonempty subset of tR that has has a supremum in IR. (wt. l)
Answer any six questions from the following (weightage one each) :

2. lla isa real numbersuchthat 0<a<e for e>0, then showthata=0.

3. State and prove the triangle inequality.

4. Prove that a sequence in n can have at most one limit.

5. using the definition of timil of a sequences prove rhat lim (+#) = t

6. lf X = (xn), Y = (yn) and Z = (zJ are sequences of real numbers such that
Xn(yn <zntor all ne N and if lim (xn) = rim (zn), showthat y= (yn) is
convergent and lim(x) = lim(yn) = lim(zJ.
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7. Prove that any convergent sequence of real numbers is a Cauchy sequence.

8. Prove that any absolutely convergent series in m. is convergent.

9. lf Iisaninterual,f :I -+ IR iscontinuousonlandif f(a) <k<f(b),wherea,b e I,

k e IR , then show that there exists a point c € I between 'a'and 'b' such that

f(c) = k.

10. lf f :A -+ IR,where Ae IR, isaLipschitzfunclion, provethatf isuniformly
continuous. 6x1=$)

Answer any seven questions from the following (weightage 2 each) :

11. lf x e R., show that there exists some n* e N such that x ( f,x.

12. Prove that the set { x e IR : 0 <x <1 } is not countable.

13. lf X=(xn:n €N) isasequenceof real numbersandm € N, provethatthe
m{ail Xr= (X**n:n € N) convergesif andonlyif Xconverges.

14. Prove that a convergent sequence is bounded.

15. Prove that the sequence ((-1)n) is divergent.

16. Show that tht $ y
> series *, /no is convergent when p > 1.

17. lf X = (xn) is a decreasing sequence with lim(xn) = 0 and if the partial sums (Sn)

of Xyn are bounded, prove that the series xXnyn converges.

18. lf I = [a, b] is a closed bounded intervaland if f : I -+ IR is continuous on I, prove

that f is bounded on I.
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19. lf f : I + IR is continuous on I, where I is an interval, show that f(I) is an
interval.

2A. ff I : I -+ IR is increasing on I, where I < IR is an interval, prove that

lim f =sup {t1x;:xe I,x<c}
x-+c- ' I

where c e I is not an end point of I. (7x2=141

Answer any three questions from the following (Weightage 3 each) :

21. Show that there exists a positive real number x such that x2 = 2.

: t ..

22. lf S is a subset of IR that contains at least two points and has the property that

[ *, y ] q S wheneverx, y e S with X. y, prove that S is an interval.

23. Prove that a monotone sequence of real numbers is convergent if and only if it is
bounded.

24. !f I= [a, b] is a closed bounded interval that if f : I -+ IR is continuous on I, prove

thatf has an absolute maximum and an absolute minimum on I.

25. State and prove the continuous inverse theorem. (3x3=9)
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